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Premium Modules
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Customer in air conditioning industry has different systems which
all depend on active contract with customer/partner. When
contract becomes active, all necessary data are sent to database,
so that other systems can use and reference that data: ERPs,
ticketing systems, support systems, etc.

SQL Integration
use cases

4

When contract is active, send data to database

Extension Kit



Customer is using M-Files for incoming invoices. In a relevant
software, invoice gets processed and OCRed, and then sent
for approval to relevant persons. When invoice is approved,
data is sent for processing to ERP systems.
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When invoice is approved, send data for
processing to database

Customers are using M-Files for creating travel orders. When
travel order is created, certain calculations were done based
on data from database. Calculations were done by executing
store procedure which connect information from different
systems. When travel order is moved forward and is being
processed, final calculations are made and then all data has
been processed to ERP.

When travel order is being created, execute needed
calculations

Extension Kit



Whenever objects of object type Event or Contact are created or
modified in the M-Files, that information is sent to the Microsoft
Azure Logic Apps which synchronizes data with the end-user’s
calendar/contacts folder.

HTTP Integration
use cases

6

Sync calendar events or contact person to
Office 365

Extension Kit



Company owner wants to receive weekly update in Excel format
about approved invoices in the M-Files. By using Extended
Reporting module you are able to define schedule and dataset
that you would like to have dynamically populated every week
into Excel. Excel is then sent to the Owner.

Extended Reporting
use cases

7

Send weekly e-mail about approved incoming
invoices

Extension Kit



Within the M-Files you are able to define Word template that
has full structure for the Project Statuses Report. Within the
structure you can specify two tags that will serve as
placeholders for the M-Files Data (e.g. {PROJECTS HIGH
VALUE}, {PROJECTS LOW VALUE}).

In the Extended Reporting Module you are able to define that
you want to replace {PROJECTS HIGH VALUE} with the
information about active projects (Name, Project Member,
Spent money, Spent Hours) in form of paragraphs (one per
project). Also, you want to have simple report in table format
about active projects and project managers for the projects
that have lower value (e.g. less than 10.000 EUR) and this
report should be placed within the Word template on the
place of placeholder {PROJECTS LOW VALUE}.

8Extension Kit

Create Word reports about project status



Company wants to save results of Customer Excel Feedback
Form in M-Files. When customers sends Excel, it is automatically
saved in the M-Files in class Customer Feedback Form. To
successfully complete the Customer Feedback pattern in M-Files,
the source object must have a link to the pattern form. 

Excel Integration
use cases

9

Connect questionnaires with M-Files objects 
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Customer wants to save important information from
CashFlow statement in M-Files properties. On object change,
values in target properties will be filled with information from
Excel file.

10Extension Kit

Saving Values from Bank Statements in M-Files
object



Customer wants to save archive records in different vaults when
the original document enters state Expired. An archive record will
be created in the Document Archiving vault with an M-Files link to
the original document.

Vault to Vault
use cases
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Automatically archive records when document
enters state Expired

Extension Kit



Standard Modules
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Customer in the food industry is using M-Files to track all
franchise agreements with all of their partners/franchises
which are companies. They have an open deal with every
partner, which has a start and end date. Every year they sign
a new contract and the partner’s deal (license) is extended.

Extended Property Operations
use cases
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Copy extended contract date to a customer deal

Extension Kit



With Extended property operations you can also manipulate
other object workflows. If you are using M-Files as a CRM,
you can change object Opportunity state to Won when
document Offer is Accepted.

Set opportunity to Won when Proposal is accepted

Extension Kit 14



If you are using M-Files for project management and for
tracking hours spent per task, you can summarize all tasks
hours spent on project.

Extended Property Calculations
use cases
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Sum your logged hours on a project

Extension Kit



If you are using M-Files for task management you can count
how many open tasks are per project or how many open
assignments are per person.
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Calculate open tasks / assignments
per project / person

Extension Kit



Customer is using M-Files for controlling deals with partners
about business licenses, renewals, etc. When contract is
near expiration, they are notified three months before, so
that can start working on a new condition for next year lease.

Extended Email Notifications
use cases
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Send notification that object contract is expired

Extension Kit



Customer is using M-Files for a training management. When
training schedule is changed, all other participants are
notified about that change.
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Send notification when training schedule has
been changed

Customer is using M-Files as a CRM. They KAMs are notified
when their customer is having a birthday.

Send notification when customer is having a birthday

Extension Kit



Who approved the document
Date
Time
Purpose

If you want to keep a record (in a structured way), every time
someone approves the document, then you need Extended
Assignments. Extended assignments will give you a
possibility to have next set of information included directly
into the document:

Extended Assignments
use cases

19

Document approval workflow

Extension Kit



Imagine to have a record about assignment completion for
every business process in M-Files. By using Extended
Assignments you can have information about completed
assignments in workflow directly on the M-Files object.
For example, you can generate tasks related to handling new
leads. Once your sales complete the assignment you will
have this information recorded directly on a lead object.
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Keep track of all completed assignments

Extension Kit



Customer is a law firm and when contract is created from
word template, it’s automatically converted to .PDF and
“DRAFT” watermark is created an all pages. When contract is
approved, then “DRAFT” watermark is removed and they can
send contract to a party.

Extended Document Processing
use cases

21

Create “DRAFT” watermark when you are
creating contract

Extension Kit



The director is approving all franchise contracts. When
director approves contract, his signature is automatically
added to a document.
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Add signature when contract is approved by director

Extension Kit
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When a salesman sends a proposal, it has to be approved by
business control. When business control approves, all
proposals get a company stamps on all pages of document.
That’s how they keep their proposals “clean”.

Add a company stamp when document is sent
to external network

Extension Kit



If you are using M-Files for financial or as CRM for creating
proposals, you can multiply value with discount.

Extended Auto Properties
use cases

24

Multiply your cost with discount
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Customer is having a renewing franchise deal every year.
Customer can specify when specific deal will expire, in how
many days.

Specify how many days are left on a deal / contract

Extension Kit



Customer is using M-Files for HR. When they are creating
employment agreement, they need employee’s personal number.
Personal number can’t be a required field on a Person object as
you don’t send that info before you actually hire that person. You
need to validate that contract isn’t created without it.

Extended Validation
use cases
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A personal number is required for
employment contract

Extension Kit
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Customer is a football club with a large youth academy. If
young players are not 18 or over when signing scholarship
agreements, they need the signature of a parent or guardian.
With advanced validation, if the player is under 18, M-Files
will check if the guardian place of signature empty or not.

Player has to be an adult, over 18 to sign-in
scholarship agreement

Extension Kit



Customer is maintaining organizational structure (roles and
positions) in program with MS SQL database. For every person
they extract their position from database.

Customer is maintaining organizational structure (roles and
positions) in program with MS SQL database. In all workflows
they are using roles and positions. Those roles are properties in
M-Files and those properties are automatically populated by
persons from database.

Extended Property Builder
use cases
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Dynamically select employee position
from database

Select employee by position in value list

Extension Kit



Customer is using M-Files for Project Management. They are
providing Project financial info from ERP to an M-Files Project
object.
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Get Project financial info from Navision

Extension Kit



In M-Files, you can create template project, template phases,
milestones, documents, etc. Upon creation of a new project, if
you select to create it from the template, every other referenced
object will be cloned. That way, you are able to automatically
create projects from templates without having to manually
“replicate” the structure for your projects.

Extended Object Templates
use cases
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Create Projects from Template

Extension Kit



Customer is using M-Files HR solution. When the candidate is
hired (entered state), M-Files automatically creates NDA,
Contract of Work and Statements.

Extended Object Creation
use cases
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Create Contract, NDA, Statements when
person is hired

Extension Kit



Customer is using M-Files for Project Management. When
Project is created, specific tasks are assigned to the project
manager.
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Create Tasks when Project is created

Extension Kit



Customer is using M-Files for HR processes. When an employee
change is planned (e.g. new position, raise, etc.), new annex is
created. Customer is numbering new annexes per Employee and
per Company (as they have several subsidiary companies). Each
employee has his annexes enumerated in order, e.g. 1, 2, 3…

Extended Auto Numbering Properties
use cases
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Auto number new employment contract
annexes

Customer is using M-Files for different types of contract. Each
type of contract has it’s own way of version numbering, e.g.
A001, 1.0.0, 1.0. By using Extended Auto Numbering Properties,
all different types of contract have their version set.

Auto number new contract versions in
custom way

Extension Kit



Customer is using M-Files for creating and managing documents.
All documents go through Document Approval Workflow. On
creation of a document, it enters the state Draft. Customer wants
the possibility of creating a new editable version of documents
when a contract is expired. With Extended Versioning customer
can add a new version (eg. 1.0) to them automatically. 

Extended Versioning
use cases
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Customer is using M-Files to manage
document versions

Extension Kit



Customer was using M-Files for over 8 years and his internal
development was using different approaches when developing
M-Files actions. They have used VAF application and VB scripts.
All legacy VAF methods are executed with Extension methods
and now have all their processes supported in one place.

Extension Methods
use cases
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Migrate your legacy code

Customer has use-cases and calculations that can’t be solved
using Extension Kit. They have developed methods and are
executing them in certain events using Extension Methods.

Expand what M-Files and Extension Kit can't

Extension Kit



We are a people-centric company based in Croatia helping
businesses leverage their full potential by implementing
information management solutions using the M-Files
platform.  We analyze, implement and support our client's
business and develop custom applications for M-Files
according to client's needs.

36Extension Kit 
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